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We're Off again - but
proceeding with caution....
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From the Editor….
A warm welcome to the Summer edition of the newsletter.
Despite the continuing challenge to all of us of the coronavirus situation, it’s a pleasure to
be able to report that work has resumed at the signal box site post-lockdown, albeit subject,
of course, to the safe working practices necessary to protect our volunteers.
Further, a thorough Covid19 risk assessment has now been undertaken to review our
capacity to reopen the site to the public - and I’m pleased to report that the Signal Box will
open in September, albeit with a number of measures in place to facilitate a safe
environment for visitors and volunteers – please see Dick Hewett’s Update below.
Jamie Brooker outlines below how the Friends of Romsey Signal Box have been able to
resume practical work on the site, how we have sought to maintain communication with
members via ‘zoom’ conferencing, and how we will be monitoring developments in terms of
our September reopening and, of course, the evolving coronavirus situation.
It’s good news that maintenance and other practical work has been kick-started since the
lockdown restrictions were lifted. I hope members will enjoy reading the report by Adrian
Birtles and his pictures that show the high quality of the work being done.
The keen signallers among us may be interested to know that a set of signal box diagrams in
the Romsey area by George Pryer can now be accessed via the RSB website. These are in
addition to the recent inclusion on the website of all past editions of The Signal. We’re also
anticipating that a collection of photos will soon be available, too – these are at present
being collated by Dick Hewett, and will present a visual history of Romsey Signal Box
throughout the preservation era.
Finally, we had planned to include an article on the Barnstaple to Ilfracombe line. October
marks fifty years since closure of the line – though it ‘lives’ via our very own Cowley Bridge
Junction miniature signal box, which re-creates the heyday of Southern services to the West.
However, you may appreciate that the news about our reopening has taken precedence for
this edition of The Signal, and the Ilfracombe article will now be in the November edition.
Once again, on behalf of all at RSB, I sincerely wish that you and your family all stay safe at
this time. Please read on….
Peter Chatfield, Newsletter Editor
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Update from the President
Dick Hewett writes:
Romsey Signal Box will be open to the public again in September, for the first time since
early March. After much discussion, and some investment in relevant materials, we believe
we have worked out a safe working plan to admit limited numbers of visitors on a controlled
basis. The first public open day will be Sunday 6th September, followed by the two Heritage
Open Days on Saturday 19th and Sunday 20th September. By then we shall know whether
the experiment is worthwhile, practical and safe, and decisions about opening on
subsequent dates can be made.
The plan includes a number of elements, including:
- Pre-booking of visitors, one household (6 persons maximum) or two separate
individuals, in each half-hour block, which we can cope with in the signal box;
- All visitors and volunteers to wear face coverings* or visors, temperature checks on
arrival, payment by card preferred (or correct money);
- One-way system around site (signal box visit first), with plenty of hand sanitiser
stations, and regular cleaning after anything is touched (such as ground frame
levers);
- Cowley Bridge operated by no more than two volunteers, with backs to the public;
- Limited refreshments served from the external hatch of the cafe;
- and so on (this is just a brief summary).
We’re delighted to know that we have sufficient of our regular volunteers offering
themselves for duties to provide a carefully managed site. It will be good to give our
enthusiastic young volunteers, in particular, the chance to get back to the site. However, if
anyone feels unwell, they should obviously not attend.
Pre-booking will apply equally to any members who are not rostered for a duty: please do
not turn up unexpectedly, as it may not be possible to admit you without compromising our
arrangements. Nevertheless, if you do come along, you will see some exciting changes on
the site. Developments have continued apace since lockdown restrictions were lifted
sufficiently to permit a small team to work on the site.
*All persons over 11 (unless a medical exemption applies), except at the tables within the
café area.
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Update and News from the Chairman
Jamie Brooker writes:
Firstly, I want to say a quick hello to all our readers, I hope you’re staying safe and well. It’s
been a strange and challenging time of late, and I’m sure that we’ve all had our daily
routines upset in one way or another over the past few months. The case hasn’t been any
different at the signal box. While we were in strict lockdown, site work at the signal box was
put on hold to ensure the safety of our volunteers. As restrictions have eased over the past
months, we’ve managed to edge back towards ‘normality’. We’re now allowing a team of
people back on site to carry out regular maintenance and undertake work. You’ll be able to
see some of the work we’ve been doing later in this edition of the newsletter!
As far as reopening goes, we are excited to announce that we have committed to three
open days throughout September as seen previously. We want to keep both our volunteers
and visitors safe so, visors and masks have been purchased and disinfectant wipes supplied
to volunteers for use between visitor groups.
If any of our members wish to visit on one of our open days, please get in touch before
turning up.
Our visitors’ experience will be somewhat different as we return to ensure social distancing
is met along with the various other government guidelines. While we will still offer the
chance for visitors to have a go at pulling a lever, they will be wiped clean with disinfectant
between individuals.
Back by popular demand is our members’ Zoom call. The last one saw an excellent turn out
from a range of members and we therefore plan to hold another one of these zoom
sessions. There will be the chance for a well-deserved catchup and a hopefully a quiz session
(no need to revise, it’ll be a bit of fun). The proposed date for the call will be Sunday 13th
September at 3pm, so expect an email soon with details of how to get in on the action.
There will be the option to join by landline telephone for anyone who wishes to join but
does not have access to a computer.
This will be preceded by our AGM at 2pm the same day, also by Zoom. Details of that will
follow separately by email.
We will keep all our members up to date on how things pan out in September and how we
will be taking things forward from that point. In the meantime, I wish everyone all the best
and look forward to catching up with lots of people on the zoom call in a couple of weeks.
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Inside the new Educational Visitor Centre

New arrangements for attendance/First Aid
We are introducing a signing-in and signing-out procedure. Any member arriving at the site,
either to undertake any work on site, or to attend for duty on an Open Day, should sign the
register which is in a red folder on the shelf just inside the locking room. Likewise, members
should sign out on departure.
Prompted by a recent incident, we are also introducing an Accident Book. This is held in the
same red folder in the locking room, which is where the First Aid will be placed.
We would be pleased to know of any members who are First Aid trained.

The new position for the Strongs sign
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New developments on the site
Dick Hewett writes:
Adrian reports below on maintenance of our existing buildings and equipment. In addition
there have been some noticeable changes on the site. Apart from the fitting out of the new
Education Building, the first track has been consolidated for the garden railway, a basic
tunnel constructed, and James the Red Engine manages to trundle round for over 3 hours
between re-charging.

Here’s James the Red Engine in action with an empty goods train
Plans are now in hand for the development of the final piece of spare ground, namely
beyond the larger tin shed, where the smaller tin shed currently stands. The paving
alongside this shed has been moved across closer to the railway track. The Strongs sign has
been removed and remounted against the fence at the rear of the garden railway, where it
is not obstructing any views on the site, yet can be seen clearly from the public paths
outside. The wooden lean-to has been removed from the smaller shed, which has itself
been cleared of most of its contents, with a view to site clearance in due course. A number
of ideas are under consideration for the best use of the space which will be released.
A number of other initiatives are in hand, including new signage around the site and at the
entrance to Brick Lane, and further fencing around the track. So there’s always something
new to see on a return visit to the site!
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Maintaining Romsey Signal Box
Adrian Birtles writes:
The dictionary defines ‘maintenance’ as ‘the action of keeping something in working order,
in repair, &c’ which is as good as any description of much of the work done by the gang* at
RSB when they are not involved on Open Days.
The range of work is very varied, covering everything from gardening, via mechanical and
electrical maintenance to repainting. The basic principle is ‘preventative maintenance’ to
avoid things failing in service and the need for major repairs, and the keys to this are regular
inspections of the whole site and routine attention to the operating equipment. There is a
monthly routine of checking and lubricating the mechanical equipment of the Signal Box,
signals and points, as well as other important items around the site. Gardening activity is of
course seasonal but there is quite a lot of it; building and other site maintenance is done as
the need arises.
A few items are maintained on a ‘breakdown’ basis. Lamp bulbs are one example, and
another is the wire ropes which connect the lever frame to the signals. Most of these are BR
standard galvanised iron multi-strand ropes; these are strong and durable but, in the end,
they rust away from the inside where the damage cannot be seen (suspension bridges have
this problem too!) until ultimately the rope breaks. In railway parlance, this results in a
‘right-side’ failure – the signal arm drops back to danger – but it is annoying when it
happens in the middle of a public demonstration, so we keep a stock of materials for a quick
temporary repair until the section of rope can be replaced. We are now using stainless steel
wire rope for permanent replacements; it is size-for-size stronger, more flexible, more
durable and easier to work.
A very unwelcome failure in
service occurred last Summer
when the bottom step of the
signal box staircase collapsed.
This was a complete surprise,
as the staircase was regularly
painted and appeared to be in
good condition. The culprit
was rot working from the
inside which was revealed by a
detailed inspection. That led
rapidly to extensive temporary strengthening (see photo), and plans are now well in hand
for complete replacement. All of which proves that you really can’t be too careful.
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The scope of the jobs tackled sometimes strays over the boundary of what is usually
thought of as maintenance. A recent example is the complete replacement of the trackside
fence outside the ‘Buffer Stop’ and new ‘Education’ buildings, the old fence having frankly
become ramshackle and unfit for purpose.

Replacement fencing
Our historic semaphore signals are, of course, one of the delights of the Museum and a fair
amount has been done over the last two or three years to keep them up to scratch and
make improvements. Regular washing does a lot for their appearance, as does repainting
when needed – a ‘Forth Bridge job’ if ever there was one. But much has been done too to
replace fittings which were missing when the signals were re-erected; two of the lattice
posts were missing their cruciform cast iron finials, and steel fabrications have been
obtained to replace those. Ladders and platforms have been fitted to two of them, made
mostly from materials already on site; one new lamp bracket has been fabricated and two
lamp cases and a balance weight have been made from wood, copying the cast-iron
originals. Purists might say that we should display only ‘the real thing’; that would be ideal,
but at an educational museum we need to get the overall picture right, and originals are
often prohibitively expensive if available at all.
The two signals connected to the ground frame have had an overhaul, and grass around
them replaced with ballast, which will be much easier on grounds maintenance. The locking
room has been reorganised to provide a safer and tidier space for visitors to view the
locking tray, which has been repainted. A new external door has had to be purchased for
the toilet as the original was well past its sell-by date. And the paving slabs around the site
have been relevelled where necessary to minimise the likelihood of trips and falls by
volunteers and visitors.
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Left: Signal No 4. Original
LSWR/SR/BRS finial, lamp
bracket, lamp case, balance
weight (all cast-iron).
Right: Signal No 13.
Reproduction finial, lamp bracket
(both welded steel), lamp casing,
balance weight (both resinbonded and coated wood).

* The ‘Gang’ is at present a group of five of the Friends of RSB who gather at the Box most
Wednesdays to carry out maintenance and other work. Our numbers have been depleted by two
retirements in the last year or so, so we could do with a few more. We would very much
welcome new volunteers to join us. Of course, it doesn’t have to be on Wednesdays (though the
social aspect is pleasant). If you’re interested, or would like to find out more, please contact the
Membership Secretary or any member of the gang for more details.
Editor: Please see a few more recent pictures of the Signal Box site below:

A corner of our beautiful garden
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Sprucing-up the Signal Box Locking Room

Turn-out slide chairs - these need regular
lubrication.

Newly re-laid paving
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Point rodding connections lubricators upper, greasers; lower, oilers with weather

Website Development and Archives Now Available
If you haven’t seen the Friends of Romsey Signal Box recently, you may be unaware that Steve
Hailes, our webmaster, has downloaded George Pryer’s signal box diagrams for boxes in the
Romsey area. George Pryer sadly passed away some years ago; he was an active member in the
early years of FoRSB and an authority on Southern signals. We are very grateful to Zena Pryer for
permission to publish these diagrams on our website. Quite apart from providing a wealth of
information on the signalling of the lines covered, George’s draughtmanship is a joy to behold,
and your editor can reveal that he has spent many pleasurable hours reading them!
Just a reminder, too, that all past editions of The Signal, are available on the website.

Fundraising
We are fortunate to be benefiting from two generous donations. We were delighted to accept
an invitation from Waitrose (Romsey) to benefit from their Community Matters scheme in June,
which has realised £333. And subsequently our President Dick Hewett, who had been improving
his fitness during lockdown, completed a “Slow Marathon”, running 26 miles 385 yards spread
over five sessions in nine days in July, raising around £3k for six charities of his choice, RSB being
one of them (of course). We have already benefited from almost £450. All very welcome when
our normal income streams have dried up during lockdown.

AGM
With the challenges presented by COVID-19, we will be holding our AGM via Zoom. This will take
place on Sunday 13th September at 2pm. This will last for an hour and after a short break we will
commence the more social members session and quiz at 3pm (if we are not all tired out by
them).
Details on how to join will be emailed out to everyone in the near future.
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Dates for your Diary 2020
Covid19: Access to the site is being carefully managed, to ensure the safety of both volunteers
and visitors.
Please visit our website romseysignalbox.org.uk for the latest information.

Members’ Meetings
AGM (by Zoom): Sunday 13th September, 1400.
Members’ Zoom call: Sunday 13th September, 1500.

Open Days
Our advertised programme of open days is as follows:

September

Sunday 6th;
Heritage Open Days weekend: Saturday 19th & Sunday 20th (free admission
both days)

October

Sunday 4th; Saturday 17th (provisional)

November

Sunday 1st; Saturday 21st (provisional)

December

Sunday 6th (provisional)

BOOKING IN ADVANCE IS ESSENTIAL ON ALL OPEN DAYS, even for members

Contributions of articles and photographs for the next edition are welcome, please forward
them to the Newsletter Editor at:
info@romseysignalbox.org.uk
(Please note that copyright may apply to some photographs if sourced via the internet.
If you submit photos taken by someone other than yourself, please kindly check with
them if they wish their name to be credited to the photo.)
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